Abstract

The last decade has witnessed the publication of a large number of clinical trials primarily using bone marrow-derived stem cells as the injected cell. These “first-generation” clinical trials have advanced our understanding and shown us that (1) cell therapy is safe, (2) cell therapy has been modestly effective, and (3) in humans, bone marrow-derived stem cells do not transdifferentiate into cardiomyocytes or new blood vessels (or at least in sufficient numbers to have any effect).

The primary mechanism of action for cell therapy is now believed to be through paracrine effects that include the release of cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors that inhibit apoptosis and fibrosis, enhance contractility, and activate endogenous regenerative mechanisms through endogenous circulating or site-specific stem cells. The new direction for clinical trials includes the use of stem cells capable of cardiac lineage, such as endogenous cardiac stem cells.

The Problem of Heart Failure

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is this nation’s number-one killer, accounting for 34% of all U.S. deaths each year, innumerable resources, and healthcare expenditures that approach $300 billion annually.1 Each year, CVD kills more people than cancer, HIV, diabetes, and trauma combined.2 Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the major component of CVD. CAD that results in myocardial infarction (MI) claims more than 1 million U.S. lives each year and leads to countless permanent disabilities including heart failure.1

Many advances have been made in the medical and surgical treatment of CAD since the Coronary Artery Surgery Study (CASS) clinical trial identified a fundamental role for surgical intervention.3 Cardiac surgery has been central in the treatment of nearly every major cardiac condition. Moreover, the success of medical and surgical therapies in the management of acute and chronic ischemic heart disease has contributed to a growing number of patients reaching their sixth, seventh, and eighth decades of life with congestive heart failure (CHF). Indeed, it is estimated that 1% of the Western world carries the diagnosis of CHF, and approximately 5 million Americans currently live with heart failure, with an additional 400,000 patients newly diagnosed each year.4 CHF is the most common admitting diagnosis for patients over the age of 65 years and is associated not only with a decreased quality of life but also significant mortality.5 The age-adjusted mortality rate for CHF is 106 per 100,000, exceeding that of breast cancer and AIDS combined. Recent data suggest that CHF carries a mortality rate of at least 40% within 2 years of diagnosis. For those patients with the most advanced stages of CHF (New York Heart Association class IV), the 1-year mortality rate exceeds 50%. In addition to its poor prognosis, the treatment of CHF is associated with very high and continually escalating costs. Not only is CHF the most expensive diagnosis-related group covered by Medicare and Medicaid, it is estimated that the total medical costs associated with the treatment of CHF exceed $29 billion per year.6-8

Heart transplantation is considered to be the gold standard for the treatment of advanced end-stage CHF, and more than 50% of transplant patients survive 10 years.9 Quality of life after cardiac transplantation improves greatly, as does exercise capacity and freedom from hospitalization. Unfortunately, this is an epidemiologically inconsequential therapy, with the low number of available donor hearts too few to meet the demand. As if the unmet need for heart transplantation among eligible patients were not enough, many CHF patients are ineligible for transplantation and remain without a viable medical, percutaneous, or surgical treatment option. These ineligible patients include those with diffuse small-vessel CAD, in-stent restenosis, chronic total occlusions, and degenerated vein grafts. It has been estimated that more than 100,000 patients in the United States each year may be in this “no-option” group.10

The Rationale for Regenerative Surgery

The treatment of postinfarction heart failure remains an elusive goal in medicine. One novel evolving therapeutic strategy for advanced ischemic heart disease is regenerative surgery, the transplantation of immature progenitor cells into the damaged heart with the expectation that these cells will produce new blood vessels and cardiac muscle cells. The past decade has witnessed a surge of scientific enthusiasm for regenerative surgery that has resulted in multiple clinical trials to treat the failing human heart.

To understand the foundation of regenerative surgery, one must first understand that the heart has traditionally been viewed as a terminally differentiated organ, unable to regenerate new cardiomyocytes. This important theory of the past 50 years11 has now been overturned by the findings of multiple investigators.12 Through carbon dating, it is now known that approximately 1%
of cardiomyocytes are replaced each year, and approximately 40% of the myocytes in a mature human heart are of postnatal origin. This discovery has raised the expectation that the heart may be coaxed into regenerating muscle cells and large-caliber conductive coronary arteries when injured. Why repair does not occur following a myocardial infarction remains a mystery and is actively being investigated by research scientists.

Investigative evidence from multiple animal experiments has demonstrated that the transplantation of certain specific stem cells can produce new cardiomyocytes and coronary blood vessels. These findings have dramatically altered the course of cardiovascular research. Importantly, these investigations have also demonstrated that angiogenesis and cardiogenesis are complex and still poorly understood processes, requiring precise conditions, growth factors, and probably specific progenitor cell phenotypes and cell numbers. Of course, the enthusiasm generated by these animal experiments led to clinical trials evaluating whether stem cells could form new cardiac muscle and blood vessels in the damaged hearts of humans. Many investigative hurdles have been considered, not least of which are the ideal cell phenotype, cell preparation techniques, the delivery method, the number of cells that need to be injected in order to provide benefit, the timing of the administration of cell therapy, and the particular microenvironment or clinical condition into which the cells are delivered. A typical MI kills several grams of myocardial tissue, and each gram of heart muscle is estimated to contain approximately 20 million cardiomyocytes. To date, the number of stem cells that would need to be injected to regenerate an area of infarction remains unclear and is a topic of intense speculation.

More than 3,000 patients worldwide have been enrolled in clinical trials involving bone marrow cells. The majority of these “first-generation” clinical trials have involved some form of bone marrow-derived cell, which has held great promise despite the unambiguous knowledge that these cells do not normally form cells of cardiac origin. It has been widely held that these cells could perhaps be coaxed in humans, as they occasionally have been in rodents, to form cardiomyocytes and blood vessels. Results from these clinical studies have not yielded the hoped-for results, and, in fact, these studies have been largely disappointing with modest, transient, and inconsistent improvement in symptoms, left ventricular (LV) function, and LV geometry. Nevertheless, these first-generation clinical trials have been very informative. Most importantly, cell therapy has been shown to be feasible and safe. The mechanism is unclear for the modest benefit in humans, and there is no evidence to date of true cellular regeneration in humans—that is, the development of new cardiomyocytes or new blood vessels that unequivocally have arisen from transplanted stem cells. Whatever clinical benefit has been seen is likely the consequence of paracrine effects resulting from the release of cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors, which activate endogenous reparative mechanisms, inhibit apoptosis and fibrosis, and enhance contractility.

These clinical lessons are important because they help focus the goal of stem cell therapy. Is the objective to create new blood vessels and heart muscle or a catalyst and appropriate microenvironment for endogenous reparative mechanisms to flourish? The latter goal has been demonstrated to some degree through these first-generation clinical trials, and further refinements may prove to be more fruitful.

On the other hand, a number of the newer-generation clinical trials utilize specific cell types known to produce cardiac lineage cells. The majority of first-generation trials using bone marrow cells focused on the repair of acute or chronic myocardial damage resulting from infarction. However, each clinical scenario, acute infarction, chronic ischemia and chronic heart failure (ischemic and nonischemic) are different with respect to their local vascular, cellular, and chemical microenvironments, thus requiring the clinician scientist to optimize the local conditions at the time of cell delivery to enhance engraftment and benefit. Experienced-based decisions must now focus on identifying optimum cell dose, timing of administration, method of delivery, and the specific clinical disease to be treated with the desired cell therapy regimen.

It is reasonable to anticipate that cellular therapies for ischemic heart disease will need to address two important considerations: (1) the development of a network of capillaries and large conductive blood vessels to supply oxygen and nutrients to both the chronically ischemic myocardium and the newly implanted progenitor cells, and (2) the release or administration of factors capable of paracrine signaling to nourish the administered stem cells. The following addresses our present understanding of the multiple cell types and lessons learned from clinical trials of myocardial regenerative surgery.

**Types of Stem Cells**

Stem cells are defined as having specific characteristics. They are undifferentiated cells that are self-renewing, clonogenic (i.e., form identical clones), and multipotent, or able to differentiate into a wide array of specialized cell types. Stem cells can be categorized in a number of ways: anatomically, functionally, or by cell surface markers, transcription factors, and protein expression. The simplest and most common basic grouping of stem cells is based on their site of origin. Stem cells isolated from the embryo are named embryonic stem cells (ESCs), and stem cells isolated from the adult are known as adult stem cells (ASC) (Figure 1).

**Embryonic Stem Cells**

Embryonic stem cells are totipotent cells that possess the ability to differentiate into cells derived from the three germ layers:
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ectoderm, endoderm, and mesoderm. ESCs are derived from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst of a 3- to 5-day old embryo. First isolated from murine blastocysts by Evans, Kaufman, and Martin in 1981, ESCs have been shown to grow for an indefinite period in vitro while maintaining the potential to differentiate into derivatives of all three embryonic germ layers. Thompson developed the first successful ESC line, opening the field of stem cell research. ESCs have been shown to be capable of generating functional cardiac, neuronal, and pancreatic cells in animal and human models. Irrespective of their enormous regenerative potential, however, ESCs are enveloped in controversy and medical ethics related to their source of origin in humans as well as their malignant degenerative potential. Therefore, to date, no clinical studies have been initiated in humans for cardiac repair.

Adult Stem Cells

Adult stem cells, when compared to embryonic stem cells, have less potent self-renewal ability, and the types of cells that can be created through transdifferentiation are fewer. Despite these limitations, a variety of ASC populations have been explored with the expectation of finding an effective therapeutic candidate for regenerative surgery. Since ASCs reside in the postnatal bone marrow, blood, skeletal muscle, fatty tissue, and heart of humans, harvesting these cells for clinical application may be more straightforward.

Skeletal Myoblasts

The regenerative capacity of skeletal muscle is well established. Mauro in 1961 described the first skeletal muscle “satellite” cells. What we now know is that every mature skeletal muscle fiber contains a small number of undifferentiated and inactive satellite cells known as myoblasts. Skeletal myoblasts remain in a quiescent state until the muscle fiber is damaged. When injury occurs, these cells rapidly proliferate and fuse with one another and with the injured muscle cell, restoring continuity of the entire muscle fiber. The ability of the myoblast to proliferate and differentiate into muscle fibers, as well as replace and therefore regenerate injured or dying skeletal muscle cells, leads to the natural intellectual question of whether these satellite cells could repair the damaged heart.

In addition, there are unique advantages to the skeletal myoblast as a regenerative option. Skeletal myoblasts are readily available, have greater capacity to withstand ischemia, and are relatively straightforward to harvest, resulting in a potentially suitable cell candidate for cellular transplantation. On the other hand, skeletal muscle cells under normal conditions are not capable of continuous, repetitive, high-frequency, and synchronous contractions that are the hallmark of the functioning cardiac muscle. It has never been demonstrated that skeletal myoblasts can function analogous to the myocardium in vivo. Therefore, the most significant clinical problem with skeletal myoblasts is that they remain electrically and mechanically uncoupled from the host myocardium.

Summary of Clinical Trials with Skeletal Myoblasts

Human clinical trials with skeletal myoblasts were primarily conceived and conducted by Menasche. In several single-center and multicenter clinical trials, he and others demonstrated myoblast engraftment and that adverse ventricular remodeling could be attenuated by skeletal myoblast transplantation. In the multicenter study, 97 subjects received injections of native cultured autologous myoblasts (harvested from a skeletal muscle biopsy) into the epicardial surface and around the area of infarction at the time of coronary artery bypass surgery. After a 4-year follow-up, implantation of skeletal myoblasts into myocardial scar tissue was believed to have resulted in some benefit as demonstrated by increased fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) on PET scan, by an increase in area of tissue viability by MRI, or by the improvement of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) on echocardiogram. However, a significant safety concern was raised by the development of ventricular arrhythmias.

Collectively, these studies demonstrate that cellular cardiomyoplasty with skeletal myoblasts is modestly effective in preventing deterioration of ventricular geometry and cardiac function in clinical trials of ischemic cardiomyopathy. This therapy has limited clinical potential and is hampered by the concern for arrhythmias. At this time, it is unlikely to be considered a primary choice for cardiac therapeutic interventions.

Bone Marrow Cells

Human bone marrow is composed of cells and an extracellular matrix that contains cytokines and growth factors. The cellular component of bone marrow is composed of differentiated cells, such as monocytes, lymphocytes, fibroblasts, adipocytes, chondroblasts, osteoblasts, and osteoclasts, as well as a fractionally small but very diverse group of undifferentiated cells. The undifferentiated stem cell population is composed of hematopoietic stem cells (HSC), which include hemangioblasts and endothelial progenitor cells (EPC), and nonhematopoietic mesenchymal precursor cells (MPCs) that give rise to stromal cells referred to as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). The undifferentiated stem cell population can be isolated from differentiated cells by density gradient centrifugation. The end product of this centrifugation process is referred to as bone marrow mononuclear cells (BMMNC) and contains the undifferentiated HSC and MSC as well as a few committed cells in various stages of maturation. The overall structure of BMMNC is primarily that of early committed cells, with only 2% to 4% comprised of HSC/EPC and approximately 0.01% of MSC.

In humans, HSC express cell surface antigens CD31, CD34, CD45, CD133, and KDR and are lineage negative (Lin-) and CD38 negative. Mesenchymal stem cells, in contrast, do not express hematopoietic lineage markers and therefore do not produce hematopoietic lineages. Mesenchymal stem cells give rise to adipocytes, chondroblasts, and osteoblasts. They uniquely adhere to plastic in cell culture and are characterized primarily by the cell surface antigens CD90 and CD105, but they also will express CD17, CD29, CD44, CD106, CD120a, and CD124. Mesenchymal stem cells are negative for CD31, CD34, CD45, CD133, CD14(CD11b), CD19, and KDR; they are also HLA-DR negative and therefore are believed to evade immune recognition.

Mesenchymal stem cells represent a very small fraction of the total bone marrow mononuclear stem cell population, ranging from 0.001% to 0.01% of the total population. This translates into approximately 2 to 5 MSCs per 1 x 10^6 mononuclear cells. They release cytokines and growth factors that can stimulate endogenous repair mechanisms. Although MSCs are primarily thought to arise from bone marrow, other tissues and organs may also produce cells of the MSC phenotype. These organs include the heart, blood, brain, liver, testis, prostate, skeletal muscle, and fatty tissue.

Undifferentiated BMMNCs (HSCs and MSCs) do not normally contribute to cardiac lineage cells. Mesenchymal stem cells give rise to adipocytes, chondroblasts and osteoblasts, and HSCs normally give rise to endothelial cells and all hematopoietic lineages. However, under specific microenvironmental conditions, HSCs have been shown, in vitro and in select rodent...
animal models of injury, to transdifferentiate into a wide variety of phenotypes including skeletal muscle, neurons, hepatocytes, and possibly cardiomyocytes. It remains controversial whether these hematopoietic bone marrow lineage cells are truly able to transdifferentiate into cardiomyocytes and whether this will ever be feasible in the clinical arena.

As with HSCs, MSCs under specific microenvironmental conditions can be induced in vitro to transdifferentiate into skeletal and cardiac muscle and have been shown under uniquely precise conditions to transdifferentiate into cardiomyocytes in an in vivo rodent animal model. Toma et al. demonstrated the ability of human MSCs to differentiate into cardiomyocytes when injected into the murine myocardium. Mangi et al. injected genetically modified autologous MSCs into the ischemic rat myocardium.

Summary of Clinical Trials with Bone Marrow Cells

To date, the majority of human stem cell clinical trials have involved cells of bone marrow origin. Bone marrow is readily available and therefore an easily accessible source of multipotent cells. When the first bone marrow human clinical trials were proposed, many hospitals with prior experience harvesting bone marrow for transplantation were eager to proceed with these trials. This zealously drove the approval process for protocols by hospital Institutional Review Boards despite limited evidence of proven benefit in animal models. Now, many years later, these trials can be summarized as having resulted in modest, inconsistent, and transient improvements in clinical endpoints. Nevertheless, these trials have demonstrated the safety and feasibility of stem cell therapy and fueled the desire to pursue further clinical studies.

Although washed whole bone marrow has been used in human clinical trials, many investigators believe that this is less than ideal since the undifferentiated stem cells exist in such small numbers that they are unlikely to be effective. The cellular component of bone marrow contains differentiated cells such as monocytes, lymphocytes, osteoblasts, and osteoclasts and a small but very diverse group of undifferentiated cells. It is this latter group of undifferentiated cells, the hematopoietic and the nonhematopoietic or mesenchymal stem cells, that are capable of multipotent differentiation and, what many hope, will lead to the development of new heart muscle and blood vessels.

The total number of stem cells residing in the bone marrow of humans at any given time is insufficient for significant organ repair. Bone marrow aspiration, isolation, selection of a specific cell phenotype, and in vitro expansion may be required to achieve sufficient quantities of cells for successful therapy. Importantly, unlike HSC, MSCs lack major histocompatibility complex antigens and thus can evade immunological detection and subsequent rejection by the host. Mesenchymal stem cells have been shown to function normally after preservation by freezing, Therefore, MSCs could potentially serve as an allogenic graft, thereby avoiding the need for bone marrow harvesting from individual prospective recipients, an extraordinary therapeutic advantage. Commercial manufacture of these cells is now in progress and available for use in select clinical trials. Both HSCs and MSCs can be separated from the bone marrow mononuclear cell fraction by gradient centrifugation and immunoselection using a good manufacturing practice (GMP) grade monoclonal antibody specific for surface markers expressed on either hematopoietic or mesenchymal precursors. Allogeneic mesenchymal stem cells are cultured under GMP conditions in media supplemented with fetal bovine serum, grown to a master cell bank stage, and subsequently expanded prior to lot release for use in human trials.

The many completed human clinical trials are noteworthy in that they have delivered either mixed or enriched bone marrow cells, administered different total numbers of cells and different numbers of specific HSCs or MSCs, and infused cells at varying time intervals after myocardial injury, all of which have made comparing and interpreting the results of these trials challenging. It is important to emphasize that in all of the trials in which cells were harvested the same day or within a few days of delivery, there is insufficient time to select, culture, and expand specific cell populations into large numbers for infusion. With a timetable of a few days, it is only possible to select for specific phenotypes that can be administered in small numbers. Therefore, in the majority of trials, especially those in which the bone marrow was harvested and delivered on the same day, the cells infused were a heterogeneous population of bone marrow cells that included MSCs, stromal cells, and hematopoietic progenitor cells. The authors may report the specific percentage of the infused cells containing specific stem cell phenotypic markers for hematopoietic progenitor cells (e.g., CD34+) or MSCs (e.g., CD105+), but these cells are present in small numbers compared to the total cells delivered and, therefore, are mixed together with other bone marrow cells.

While some human studies have demonstrated modest improvement in left ventricular (LV) function and, occasionally, attenuation of LV dilation (reverse remodeling), no study has yet to document true myocardial regeneration with the development of new cardiac myocytes or new blood vessels originating from the administered cells. Additionally, these trials have been conducted in patients with a wide range of ischemic heart disease, from acute infarction to chronic ischemic heart failure, which adds to the difficulty of interpreting results with respect to selecting the best bone marrow stem cell. Many believe that the underlying disease state will influence the selection of the best stem cell for that condition, and there is growing evidence to support the fact that the acuity of the heart disease and the medical condition of the patient may actually influence the quality and numbers of bone marrow stem cells yielded at harvest. Interpretation of clinical trial results requires the careful segregation of cell types and disease states, which, unfortunately, dilutes the total number of patients that are available for analysis of a specific cell type and cell preparation.

In most BMMNC studies, the cells were infused early after MI and usually within days of an MI. Originally, this had been considered an optimum time interval for recovery based on the expected presence of a reparative microenvironment induced by the MI. Recent evidence suggests that although the microenvironment elaborates cytokines, growth factors, and chemokines that promote cell homing and engraftment, it also elaborates inflammatory agents and other destructive chemicals that produce the opposite effect. If we compare studies in which the cells were administered early (<7 days) and late (>2 weeks) after an acute MI, we find very little difference between treatment groups with respect to an improvement in LVEF. In the REPAIR-MI trial, the improvements in LVEF (mean 5.5% vs. 3%) were seen with cell application 3 to 6 days post-acute MI. This is in contrast to the results of the SWISS-MI study and both TIME trials performed by the Cardiovascular Cell Therapy Network (CCTRN), in which all three studies showed no improvement in LVEF with the administration of BMMNC.
at any time point. The TIME trial evaluated unselected BMMNC therapy 3 days versus 7 days after an acute anterior-wall ST elevation MI in 120 patients with LVEF <45% who were successfully treated with primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). BMMNCs were administered within 12 hours of aspiration and cell preparation. The LATE TIME trial evaluated BMMNC infusion at 2 to 3 weeks after an acute anterior-wall ST elevation MI versus placebo in 87 patients with LVEF <45% who were successfully treated with primary PCI. BMMNCs were administered within 12 hours of aspiration and cell preparation. No significant improvement in LVEF measured at 6 months was seen in either TIME trial, even in the subgroup with the most depressed LV function. The SWISS-MI trial provided a direct prospective comparison between early and late administration of BMMNC and failed to demonstrate a significant benefit in either group. Importantly, in these recent trials, cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) was used to assess LV function since it is presently considered to be the best imaging modality available to evaluate LV function and geometry. In addition, the marginal benefit in LV function seen with BMMNCs has also been described in several recent meta-analyses of clinical trials and, specifically, in clinical trials using CMR to evaluate the benefit of BMMNC after MI.

Jeevananthan reviewed a total of 50 publications enrolling 2,625 patients in clinical trials through January 2012. Compared with control subjects, BMMNC-treated patients exhibited a very modest and probably clinically irrelevant improvement in LVEF (3.96%; 95% confidence interval, 2.90–5.02; P < 0.001), smaller infarct size (-4.03%, 95% confidence interval, -5.47 to -5.9; P < 0.001), LV end-systolic volume (-8.9 mL; 95% confidence interval, -11.57 to -6.25; P < 0.001), and LV end-diastolic volume (-5.23 mL; 95% confidence interval, -7.60 to -2.86; P < 0.001). These statistically significant but marginal clinical benefits were evident irrespective of the type of ischemic insult affects the CSC population as well as native myocytes and endothelial cells; the number of c-kit+ CSCs within the myocardium decreases with age, and therefore the regenerative potential decreases; and, CSCs have a limited ability to translocate and home to an area of injury.

Despite its regenerative potential, the heart appears unable to defend itself adequately against ischemic or nonischemic injury. The reasons for this limited endogenous reparative ability remain unclear and are likely to include the following: the ischemic insult affects the CSC population as well as native myocytes and endothelial cells; the number of c-kit+ CSCs within the myocardium decreases with age, and therefore the regenerative potential decreases; and, CSCs have a limited ability to translocate and home to an area of injury.

In a dog model of orthotopic heart transplantation, our group demonstrated that CSCs isolated and explanted from the native recipient hearts generate immunocompatible cardiomyocytes and supporting neovasculature when injected into the coronary arteries of the transplanted donor hearts (Figures 2 and 3). This novel model for investigation of stem cell therapy demonstrated the feasibility of regenerating myocardium on a transplant allograft.
Cardiac progenitor cell, the “cardiosphere.” Cardiosphere-derived cells are naturally occurring mixed population of stem cells comprising endogenous CSCs (c-Kit+) and cardiac MSCs (CD90+ and CD105+) but not HSCs (CD45-). They are grown under very specific conditions. Cardiospheres are clonogenic, self-renewing, and exhibit multilineage potential. Smith and colleagues described the feasibility and safety of isolation and expansion of adult CSCs from human endomyocardial biopsy specimens.

### Selected CSC Clinical Trials

SCIPIO was the first human, phase 1, randomized, open-label clinical trial to evaluate autologous c-kit+ CSCs in patients with ischemic heart failure (LVEF ≤40%) who were roughly 3.7 years post-MI. The initial 16-patient CSC-treated group has been expanded to 20 patients. A total of 33 patients (20 CSC-treated and 13 control subjects) received intracoronary infusion of 1 x 10^6 cells a mean of 113 days after coronary artery bypass surgery (CABG). Cardiac stem cells were harvested from the right atrial appendage during CABG surgery.

In the CSC-treated patients, CMR showed an increase in LVEF (from 27.5% ± 1.6% to 35.1% ± 2.4% [P = 0.004, n = 8] and 41.2% ± 4.5% [P = 0.013, n = 5] at 4 and 12 months after CSC infusion, respectively). Infarct size decreased after CSC infusion by -9.8 ± 3.5 g at 12 months in 6 patients who completed a 1-year follow-up. Left ventricular nonviable mass decreased by -14.7 ± 3.9 g, and LV viable mass increased by +31.5 ± 11.0 g at 12 months in these same patients. The authors concluded that the improvements in LVEF, viable mass, and nonviable LV mass were seen at 4 months and persisted to 12 months in a subgroup of patients and were consistent with cardiac regeneration.

Marban and coworkers evaluated cardiosphere-derived cell infusion in a prospective, randomized human clinical trial (CADUCEUS) of patients with ischemic LV dysfunction (LVEF 25%-45%) who had experienced an MI and were successfully treated by PCI/stent. A total of 17 patients randomly received 12.5 to 25 x 10^6 autologous cardiospheres grown from endomyocardial biopsy specimens infused into the infarct-related artery ≤90 days after MI. These cardiosphere-treated patients were compared to eight patients who were randomly assigned to receive standard of care. Compared with controls at 6 months, MRI analysis of patients treated with cardiospheres showed no improvement in end-diastolic volume, end-systolic volume, or LVEF. However, reductions in scar mass (P = 0.001), increases in viable heart mass (P = 0.01), and regional systolic wall thickening (P = 0.015) were seen at 6 months. These authors noted that the increase in viable myocardium, consistent with therapeutic regeneration, merit further investigation in a phase II clinical trial.

### Summary

The last decade has witnessed the publication of a large number of clinical trials, primarily using BMMNC as the injected cell, that often were produced by different techniques, delivered in different doses via multiple routes of administration, and evaluating patients chiefly with acute MI but also those with chronic ischemia and ischemic and nonischemic heart failure. It is no wonder that the field has been viewed as confusing to interpret, producing conflicting information regarding mechanism of action, ideal cell type, cell dose, route and timing of delivery, clinical indications, and clinical effectiveness. Despite this perspective, these “first-generation” clinical trials have advanced our understanding of stem cell use. Research has shown that (1) cell therapy is safe; (2) cell therapy has been modestly effective; (3) BMMNCs in humans do not transdifferentiate into cardiomyocytes or new blood vessels (or at least in sufficient numbers to have any effect); (4) insufficient numbers of cells have been injected with poor early retention (<10% at 24 hours) and poor engraftment (<1% at 4 weeks); (5) molecular homing signals are disrupted or dysynchronous; and (6) there is often an abnormal extracellular matrix at the site of tissue injury.

The primary mechanism of action for cell therapy is now believed to be through paracrine effects that include the release of cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors that inhibit apoptosis and fibrosis, enhance contractility, and activate endogenous regenerative mechanisms through endogenous circulating or site-specific stem cells. The new direction for clinical trials includes the use of stem cells capable of cardiac lineage, such as endogenous CSCs, priming with molecular homing signals, genetically engineering stem cells to express cardiac lineage or chemokines and growth factors, and the application of biomaterials to support a disrupted extracellular matrix. A promising area of stem cell therapy for cardiac repair is the use of enriched stem cell populations such as CSCs and cardiospheres. Cardiovascular disease and its relentless progression to heart failure requires inspired and dedicated physician innovators to create new evidence-based knowledge to improve both short- and long-term clinical outcomes and abate the relentless death march of heart failure. We should expect that through continuing collaborative efforts combining insights derived from animal studies and well-designed clinical trials, multipotent cells will be a useful and effective part of the clinical armamentarium to treat heart disease.
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